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Abstract

Previous research suggests that visual attention can be allocated to locations in space (space-based attention) and to
objects (object-based attention). The cueing effects associated with space-based attention tend to be large and are found
consistently across experiments. Object-based attention effects, however, are small and found less consistently across
experiments. In three experiments we address the possibility that variability in object-based attention effects across studies
reflects low incidence of such effects at the level of individual subjects. Experiment 1 measured space-based and object-
based cueing effects for horizontal and vertical rectangles in 60 subjects comparing commonly used target detection and
discrimination tasks. In Experiment 2 we ran another 120 subjects in a target discrimination task in which rectangle
orientation varied between subjects. Using parametric statistical methods, we found object-based effects only for horizontal
rectangles. Bootstrapping methods were used to measure effects in individual subjects. Significant space-based cueing
effects were found in nearly all subjects in both experiments, across tasks and rectangle orientations. However, only a small
number of subjects exhibited significant object-based cueing effects. Experiment 3 measured only object-based attention
effects using another common paradigm and again, using bootstrapping, we found only a small number of subjects that
exhibited significant object-based cueing effects. Our results show that object-based effects are more prevalent for
horizontal rectangles, which is in accordance with the theory that attention may be allocated more easily along the
horizontal meridian. The fact that so few individuals exhibit a significant object-based cueing effect presumably is why
previous studies of this effect might have yielded inconsistent results. The results from the current study highlight the
importance of considering individual subject data in addition to commonly used statistical methods.
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Introduction

Visual attention can be allocated advantageously to locations

in space (space-based attention; e.g., [1]) and to objects (object-

based attention; e.g., [2–4]). Space-based attention is a process

that allocates attention to a specific region, or location(s), in the

visual field, whereas object-based attention directs attention to

coherent forms or objects in visual space. In object-based

attention, all parts of the attended object are thought to be

processed concurrently. Consequently, the processing of parts

within a single attended object is faster than processing parts

across separate objects. Although space- and object-based

attention can be influenced by top-down processes [5,6] they

also are thought to act in a bottom-up manner, and in concert

with one another, to facilitate automatic processing of the visual

world [4]. Consistent with this idea, space-based effects usually

are very large and robust. However, object-based effects

generally are much smaller and more variable in size. In fact,

some studies have failed to find significant object-based cueing

effects [7–13].

To address the issue of increased variability in object-based

attention, the current study employed three common object-based

attention paradigms to investigate the prevalence of object-based

attention in large groups of subjects, and to determine the extent to

which object-based effects vary across tasks [2–4].

One of the most widely used paradigms to study object-based

attention was introduced by Egly et al. [2]. In this task, two

parallel rectangles appeared on a uniform background, and, after a

short delay, a cue was briefly presented by brightening a portion of

the outline of one rectangle’s end. The cue then disappeared, and

after a short interval a target appeared on the screen. The subject’s

task was to respond to the onset of the target, which was a filling-in

of an end of one of the rectangles. Subjects responded faster to

targets that appeared at the cued end of the rectangle (Valid trials)

than to targets at non-cued locations (Invalid trials), which is in

accordance with theories of space-based attention. However,

because Egly et al. included two objects in their displays, targets on

Invalid trials could appear either on the opposite end of the cued

rectangle (Invalid-same trials) or at the same end of the non-cued

rectangle (Invalid-different trials). Critically, the spatial separation

between the cue and target was the same in both kinds of Invalid

trials. Interestingly, subjects responded faster on Invalid-same

trials than Invalid-different trials. In other words, subjects

exhibited an object-based attention effect.

Another paradigm to study object-based attention was intro-

duced by Moore et al. [3]. Whereas the Egly task required target

detection, Moore et al. modified the task in a way that subjects had

to discriminate target letters. On each trial, four characters

appeared at the ends of the two rectangles after the cue had

disappeared. Targets were either the letter T or the letter L, and
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distractor items were T-L hybrid characters. Subjects had to

identify the target letter presented. Although error rates and

reaction times were generally higher in this task, overall, the results

remained the same as already described by Egly et al. [2]. Several

studies have replicated Moore et al.’s results using similar

discrimination paradigms (e.g., [14,15]).

A third method of assessing the effects of object-based attention

was used by Watson et al. [4]. Unlike the methods described

above, the task used by Watson et al. did not rely on a cued shift of

attention. Instead, subjects attended to object properties that were

distributed either within a single object or across two objects. In

their standard task, two wrench-like stimuli were presented very

briefly on either side of a fixation cross. Each wrench could have

one end that was bent, one end that contained a gap, or both kinds

of ends. The subject’s task was to determine whether one or two of

the target properties were present in the briefly presented display.

When two properties were present, response times were faster

when both properties were part of the same wrench than when

they were part of separate wrenches. Similar to the conclusions of

Egly et al. [2], this pattern of results was interpreted as evidence of

object-based attention.

All three tasks described above yield large space-based cueing

effects, but rather small object-based cueing effects.

Egly et al. reported that the response time difference between

trials with Valid and Invalid location cues was 40 ms, whereas the

difference between trials on which parts of the same or different

objects were cued was only 13 ms. Similarly, Hecht and Vecera

[16], using a discrimination task, found a space-based cueing

advantage of 115 ms, but an object-based effect of only 19 ms.

Many other researchers have reported similar results using both

target detection and discrimination, with object-based effects

typically being 2–4 times smaller than space-based effects (e.g.,

[3,10,15,17–20]). Furthermore, several studies have failed to find

significant object-based attention effects, even though their

methods and stimulus conditions were similar to studies that

found the effect. For example, [12] failed to find significant object-

based effects using a paradigm that was similar to the one used by

Egly et al. [2], but presented endogenous cues at fixation instead of

exogenous cues at the possible target locations in the periphery.

Similarly, [7] failed to find a significant object-based effect using

rectangles that had been curved to resemble ribbons. Both studies

did, however, obtain significant space-based cueing effects. Using a

paradigm similar to [4], in which subjects had to respond to two

target features in a display, [9] and [8] also failed to find object-

based attention effects. These studies suggest that object-based

attention is influenced strongly by cue type (i.e., exogenous versus

endogenous [12,17]), the stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA)

between cue and target [7,11,17,21,22], and the predictability of

the cue location [21,23–25].

These constraints on object-based cueing effects, and the

relatively small size of object-based attention effects compared to

the size and prevalence of space-based attention effects, raise

questions about the reliability and/or prevalence of object-based

attention. Therefore, in three experiments, using the paradigms by

Egly et al. [2], Moore et al. [3], and Watson et al. [4], we

investigated the robustness of object-based attention effects at the

level of individual subjects. The current study took a novel

approach to analyzing data collected in traditional object-based

attention paradigms: in addition to commonly-used parametric

statistical methods to compare performance across conditions and

groups (e.g., analyses of variance (ANOVA), t-tests, etc.), we also

used non-parametric bootstrapping procedures (e.g.,[26–28]) to

evaluate the object-based attention effect at the level of individual

subjects.

Methods

Experiment 1
Subjects. Sixty undergraduate students from McMaster

University, Ontario, Canada (M = 20.01 years; 22 males)

participated in this experiment. All subjects had normal or

corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and were compensated for their

time with partial course credit or $10/hour. The study was

approved by the McMaster University Research Ethics Board and

all subjects of this and the following experiments gave written

informed consent.

Stimuli and Procedure. All stimuli were presented on a 19-

in Sony GDM-C520 monitor, with a refresh rate of 75 Hz and a

resolution of 1152|870 pixelss (39.5 cm|29 cm). Stimuli were

generated and presented on a Macintosh G5 (OS X) Apple

computer using Matlab (v 7.0) and the Psychophysics and Video

Toolboxes [29,30]. Subjects viewed the stimuli binocularly at a

distance of 57 cm while seated in an adjustable chair in a darkened

room. A chin rest was used to stabilize head position and viewing

distance throughout the experiment.

Stimulus displays were composed of two white rectangles (each

1:60|8:20) with a luminance of 91.2 cd/m2, and a white fixation

cross (0:450|0:450) located in the center of the screen (see

Figure 1). The two rectangles were either oriented vertically and

located on either side of the fixation cross, or oriented horizontally

and located above and below the fixation cross. The inner edges of

the two rectangles were separated by 50. The fixation cross was

located 2.50 from the inner edge of each rectangle.

The two rectangles were presented for 1 s on the screen at the

start of the trial. A 1:60|1:60 square cue was then presented,

which consisted of one end of one of the rectangles briefly being

filled in red (luminance: 13.4 cd/m2; CIE: x~0:625, y~0:342).

The cue was presented for 100 ms, and the onset of the target

display occurred 200 ms after the offset of the cue. Targets were

either the letter T or the letter L, presented with equal probability

in an upright orientation, or rotated 900, 1800, or 2700. The lines

comprising the targets subtended a width of 0.050, and the entire

letter measured 0.60|0:60.
Finally, a target could appear at the end of the rectangle where

the preceding cue had appeared (Valid trials), or in one of the two

possible uncued locations that were equally far apart from the

cued location (Invalid trials). Targets stayed on the screen until the

subject made a response. Subjects were told to respond as

accurately and quickly as possible.

Subjects participated in two experimental sessions. In one

session, they performed a detection task as in Egly et al., in which

they had to respond as soon as they saw the target appear. Each

subject was shown 640 target-present trials consisting of 480 (2

object orientations|4 target locations|60 repetitions) Valid trials

(75%), in which the target appeared at the cued location, and 160

(2 object orientations|2 invalid conditions) Invalid trials, in which

the target appeared at an uncued location that either was or was

not on the same object as the cued location. On Invalid-Same

trials, the target appeared on the same object as the cue but at the

opposite end of the rectangle. On Invalid-Different trials, the

target appeared on the opposite object at the end that was closest

to the cue. The distance between the cue and the target was the

same on Invalid-Same and Invalid-Different trials.

Finally, there were also 128 catch trials (16|2 object

orientations|4 cue locations) in which the cue was not followed

by a target. Subjects had to press the space bar as quickly and

accurately as possible whenever a target appeared at one of the

four rectangle ends and to withhold responses on the trials in

which no target appeared. Each trial was terminated when a
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response was made or after 2000 ms in case of no response. There

were eight blocks of 96 trials in this session, and the trial order was

randomized across all eight blocks. An illustration of the

experimental paradigm is shown in Figure 1 (top panel).

In the other session, subjects performed a discrimination task as in

Moore et al. [3], in which they had to determine the identity of the

target. The discrimination task used the same cue as the detection

task. In the discrimination task, however, the cue was followed by

the presentation of four characters at the ends of the two rectangles.

Target items were either the letter T or the letter L as described

above, and distractor items were T-L hybrid characters, which

were the same size, and had the same line width as the target

items. Following Moore et al. [3], on each trial one of the target

items (T or L) was always present, and the other three ends of the

rectangles were filled with a distractor item. Each subject

performed 240 trials: as was done by Moore et al. [3], 192

(80%) were Valid trials, in which the target appeared at the exact

same position as the cue, 24 (10%) were Invalid-Same trials, and

24 trials Invalid-Different trials.

As was the case in the detection task, the distance between the

cue and target was the same on the Invalid-Same and Invalid-

Different trials. Subjects were asked to identify the target letter

presented as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing the ‘‘/’’

key (for T’s) or the ‘‘z’’ key (for L’s) on a QWERTY keyboard. An

illustration of the experimental paradigm is shown in Figure 1

(bottom panel).

Each session was preceded by 10 practice trials to familiarize

subjects with the procedure.The order of detection and discrim-

ination tasks was randomized across subjects.

Analysis. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) assessed the

effects of the cue at the three possible target locations on both

reaction time (RT) and error rate. An arcsin transform was used to

normalize the distribution of the accuracy data [31]. A repeated

measures design (Orientation (Vertical, Horizontal)|Cueing

condition (Valid, Invalid-same, Invalid-different)) ANOVA

evaluated the impact of orientation and cue validity on

performance. Planned one-tailed t-tests also were carried out to

evaluate both the general effect of cueing the target location, as

well as whether there was an object-based effect of cueing. Space-

based cueing effects were calculated for each subject by

subtracting error rate or RT data from Valid trials from error

rate or RT data on Invalid trials. Object-based cueing effects were

calculated for each subject by subtracting the error rate or RT

data on Invalid-Same trials from the error rate or RT data on

Invalid-Different trials. As described in [3] and [2] RTs of less

than 150 ms were excluded as anticipatory responses, and false-

alarm RTs were not analyzed.

In addition to the ANOVA, the percentile bootstrap method

[26–28] was used to estimate confidence intervals for space- and

object-based cueing effects for individual subjects. This was done

as follows: For each subject, 999 bootstrapped data sets were

constructed by resampling the original data randomly with

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of single trials in Experiment 1 for the detection task (top panel) and the discrimination task (bottom
panel).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g001
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replacement. The data in each condition of the bootstrapped data

sets were resampled with replacement from the corresponding

condition in the original data set so that the bootstrapped data sets

contained the same number of trials in each condition as the

original data. Each bootstrapped data set was analyzed like the

original sample: Mean RTs for space- and object-based cueing

effects were calculated for RTs larger than 150 ms and correct

responses. Bootstrapped space-based cueing effects were calculated

by comparing the bootstrapped means on Valid trials and all

Invalid trials (i.e., the combination of Invalid-same and Invalid-

different trials). Bootstrapped object-based cueing effects were

calculated by comparing the means of Invalid-same and Invalid-

different trials. The 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the 999

bootstrapped cueing effects were then used to estimate the 95%

confidence intervals for the space- and object-based effects for

each subject.

Finally, to simulate the results of object-based attention

experiments using sample sizes more typically collected in

experiments of these types [2,3,7,17,21,22], we randomly sampled

16 subjects from the 60 subjects 999 times, and performed one-

tailed t-tests on each group to determine the number of times that

the difference was significant in the direction predicted by theories

of object-based attention (Invalid-same RTvInvalid-different RT)

and space-based attention (Valid RTvInvalid RT) for each

orientation condition.

Experiment 2
Subjects. One hundred and twenty undergraduate students

from McMaster University, Ontario, Canada (M = 20.5 years; 34

males) participated in this experiment. All subjects had normal or

corrected-to-normal visual acuity and were compensated for their

time with partial course credit.

Stimuli and Procedure. Stimuli and procedure were similar

to the ones used in the discrimination task in Experiment 1. This

time, however, subjects completed more trials and the orientation

of the rectangles was varied between subjects: each subject

performed the task on either horizontal or vertical rectangles. In

addition, the cue was not a filling in of one end of the rectangles

but just the presentation of a partial outline at the end of a

rectangle.

Subjects completed two sessions. During the first experimental

session, subjects became accustomed to the task by completing 10

practice trials. Within each experimental session, subjects

completed 336 Valid trials, 56 Invalid-same trials, and 56

Invalid-different trials, for a total of 896 trials in both sessions.

Analysis. The analysis was similar to the one used in

Experiment 1: An analysis of variance (ANOVA) assessed the

effects of the cue at the three possible target locations on both

reaction time (RT) and error rate. Space- and object-based effects

were calculated as in Experiment 1. A between-within design

ANOVA evaluated the impact of stimulus orientation (Vertical

and Horizontal) and cue validity (Valid, Invalid-same, Invalid-

different) on performance. Planned one-tailed t-tests also were

carried out to evaluate both the general effect of cueing the target

location, as well as whether there was an object-based effect of

cueing. RTs of less than 150 ms were excluded as anticipatory

responses, and false-alarm RTs were not analyzed. In the current

study, 24 trials for one and 73 trials for another subject had to be

excluded for further analysis due to RTs of less than 150 ms.

In addition to the ANOVA, a percentile bootstrap method was

used to estimate confidence intervals for space- and object-based

cueing effects for individual subjects, similar to Experiment 1.

Because confidence intervals for space-based effects did not vary

much between the two methods used to compute space-based

effects for the discrimination task in Experiment 1, here we only

used the common method to calculate space-based confidence

intervals for individual subjects by including both Invalid-same

and Invalid-different trials. In addition 16 subjects were randomly

sampled from the 60 subjects in each group 999 times and

differences between Invalid-same and Invalid-different trials were

compared for each orientation condition.

Experiment 3
Subjects. Sixty undergraduate students from McMaster

University (M = 20.2; 15 males) participated in this experiment

for $15 or partial course credit. All had normal or corrected-to-

normal visual acuity, and none had participated in Experiments 1

or 2.

Stimuli and Procedure. Stimuli were presented on a 19-in.

monitor with a resolution of 1152|870 pixels (39.5 cm|29 cm)

and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. Stimuli were generated and presented

on a Macintosh G5/350 (OS. 9.2.2) Apple computer using Matlab

(v 5.2) and the Video and Psychophysics Toolboxes (Brainard,

1997; Pelli, 1997). The ‘‘D’’ and ‘‘L’’ keys on a standard

QWERTY keyboard were used to make responses, as these

were the keys used in the original [4] study. Subjects viewed the

stimuli binocularly from a distance of 62 cm while seated in an

adjustable chair in a well-lit room. A chin rest stabilized head

position throughout the experiment.

The stimuli were wrench-like objects, drawn to the specifica-

tions listed by Watson et al. [4] (see Figure 2). Each display

contained two wrench-like objects, the ends of which were

designated as target or non-target ends. Target wrenches

contained one or two properties: a bend at one end, a gap at

one end, or a bend on one end and a gap on the other end. Non-

target wrench ends consisted of an enclosed circle. The distance

between target properties, measured from the exterior edge of one

wrench end to the exterior edge of the other end, was held

constant within and between wrenches.

The wrenches were not outlined: they were uniform grey

(38.6 cd/m2) figures presented on a white (69 cd/m2) background.

All wrench ends had a diameter and thickness subtending 1.80 and

0.50 respectively, and were located approximately 3.00 from a

central black fixation cross (subtending 0:450|0:450). The wrench

shaft measured 0:60 in width. A 10|10 square was used to create

the appearance of a gap by removing the quadrant of that wrench

end furthest from fixation. The appearance of a bend was created

by displacing one of the wrench ends 0.60, both vertically and

horizontally, closer to the fixation point. The entire wrench display

subtended a visual angle of approximately 6.00|6.00 when neither

end was bent, with a distance of 2.40 separating target properties.

These measurements were reduced to 5:40|5:40 and 1:80

respectively when a bent end appeared in the display.

On each trial, subjects pressed a key to indicate whether they

had seen one (bend or gap) or two (bend and gap) target properties

in that particular wrench display. There was an equal probability

that the wrench display contained one or two target properties.

For trials that included only one target property, each end-type

(the bend or gap) was equally likely to appear. When two

properties were present, they could be part of one or two objects,

but, to maintain an equal distance between properties, they could

never appear diagonally from each other.

The response keys were labeled ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘2’’ to indicate the

appropriate response; half of the subjects responded 1 with their

left hand and half made that response with their right hand. On

each trial, wrenches could be presented, with equal probability, at

either a horizontal or vertical orientation. In the horizontal

configuration, one wrench was located above and the other below
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the fixation cross; in the vertical configurations, one wrench was

located to the left and the other to the right of the fixation cross.

Subjects received auditory feedback (a low-pitched tone) immedi-

ately after each trial for which there was an incorrect response. At

the end of each block, subjects were shown their percentage of

correct responses for that particular block and the percentage for

their overall performance. Text displayed on-screen reminded

subjects to try to maintain accuracy above 90% while still

responding as quickly as possible. All subjects were tested with

horizontal and vertical stimuli. The orientation of the wrenches

was randomized across trials for each subject individually.

At the start of the experimental session, subjects were given a

verbal explanation of the experimental task and then guided

through several practice trials to ensure the instructions were

understood. Each block of practice trials consisted of eight trials in

which the wrenches remained visible on-screen until the subject

made a response. The subject had to correctly respond to all eight

trials in a block before the experimental trials would begin. As

many practice blocks as necessary were given until this criterion

was met. Subjects typically required no more than one practice

block; the maximum needed by any subject was five.

The experiment consisted of 18 blocks of 64 trials each (1152

trials in total). Subjects were encouraged to take a self-timed break

after every six blocks. After fixating a central fixation cross,

subjects pressed the space bar to start a trial and, after a delay of

1000 ms, the wrenches were briefly flashed for 53 ms. The display

then remained blank until either the subject responded or

exceeded a time limit of 2000 ms. Exceeding this time limit

resulted in a low tone, and the trial was counted as incorrect.

Analysis. Data were analysed as described in [4]: The

analysis included all trials in which two stimulus properties were

presented because these are the trials from which an object-based

effect can arise. Only RTs for correct responses were analyzed.

For each subject in each condition, RTs that were beyond 3

standard deviations from the mean were excluded from the

analysis. Object-based effects were calculated by comparing trials

in which the two stimulus properties were presented on the same

wrench (same-object trials) with trials in which the two stimulus

properties were presented on different wrenches (different-object

trials).

Like in the previous experiments, a bootstrap method was used

to estimate confidence intervals for object-based cueing effects for

individual subjects. This was done as follows: For each subject, 999

bootstrapped data sets were constructed by resampling the original

data randomly with replacement. Only trials in which two stimulus

properties were presented were included. Each bootstrapped data

set was analyzed like the original sample: Mean RTs object-based

cueing effects were calculated for RTs less than 3 standard

deviations from the mean. Bootstrapped object-based cueing

effects were calculated by comparing the means of same-object

and different-object trials. The 999 bootstrapped cueing effects

were then used to estimate 95% confidence intervals for the space-

and object-based effects for each subject.

To simulate the typical sample sizes for previous object-based

attention studies using this paradigm, we randomly sampled 16

subjects from the 60 subjects 999 times, and performed one-tailed

t-tests on each group to determine the number of times that the

difference was significant in the direction predicted by theories of

object-based attention (same-object RTvdifferent-object RT).

Results

Experiment 1
Accuracy. Figure 3 shows the error rates for both the

discrimination and the detection task. A 2 (Task)|2

(Orientation)|3 (Cue) within-subjects ANOVA on the arcsine-

transformed error rates revealed a significant main effect of Task

(F (1,59)~105, pv:0001). The main effects of Orientation

(F (1,59)~0:13, p~0:72) and Cue (F (2,118)~2:01, p~0:14), as

well as the Task|Cue interaction (F (2,118)~1:80, p~0:17),

were not significant. All of the remaining interactions did not

approach significance (Fv1 and pw0:4 in all cases).

Space-based cueing effects were analyzed with a 2 (Task)|2

(Orientation) within-subjects ANOVA. The overall spaced-based

cueing effect (M~0:018, SEM~0:005) was significant

(F (1,59)~12:07, pv0:001). There was a significant main effect

Figure 2. a) Example of a single trial in Experiment 3; b) Example of vertically oriented wrench display; c) Horizontally oriented wrench display; d)
Intact wrench end; e) Wrench end with gap; and f) Bent wrench end.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g002
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of Task (F(1,59)~9:33, p~0:003), which reflected the fact that

the space-based cueing effect was greater in the discrimination task

(M~0:034, SEM~0:01) than the detection task (M~0:002,

SEM~0:0009). Despite their small magnitudes, space-based

cueing effects were significantly greater than zero in both tasks

(detection: t(59)~2:15, p~0:02; discrimination: t(59)~3:275,

pv:001). The main effect of Orientation (F (1,59)~0:027,

p~0:87) and the Task|Orientation interaction (F (1,59)~
0:274, p~0:60) were not significant. In summary, there was a

significant space-based cueing effect that varied between tasks but

not between orientations.

Object-based cueing effects were analyzed with a 2 (Task)|2

(Orientation) within-subjects ANOVA. The overall mean object-

based cueing effect (M~{0:002, SEM~0:003) did not differ

from zero (F (1,59)~0:32, p~0:58). Furthermore, the main effects

of Task and Orientation, and the Task|Orientation interaction,

were not significant (Fv1 and pw0:32 in all cases). Hence, there

was no evidence of an object-based cueing effect on response

accuracy in either task at either orientation.

Reaction Times. As was done by Moore et al. [3] and Egly

et al. [2], only RTs for correct responses were analyzed.

Furthermore, RTs of less than 150 ms were classified as

anticipatory responses and excluded from further analyses. It

turns out, however, that there were no anticipatory responses in

the current experiment. For the detection task we also analysed

catch trials to investigate whether the number of false alarms

might have influenced the results. Subjects responses on average

were highly accurate (M~93:5%, SEM~0:9%) and there were

no RTs less than 150 ms. Hence, the responses on catch trials

suggest that subjects did not make a large number of anticipatory

responses.

Figure 4 shows RT data for both tasks. A 2 (Task)|2

(Orientation)|3 (Cueing condition) within-subjects ANOVA

found main effects of Task (F(1,59) = 812; pv0:001) and Cueing

condition (F(2,118) = 213; pv0:001). There were significant

interactions between Task and Condition (F(2,118) = 124,

pv0:001), Orientation and Cueing condition (F(2,118) = 23.5,

pv0:001) and Task, Orientation and Cueing condition

(F(2,118) = 15, pv0:001). The main effect of Orientation

(F (1,59)~1:57, p~0:22) and the Task|Orientation interaction

(F (1,59)~0:37, p~0:55) were not significant.

Space-based cueing effects were analyzed with a 2 (Task)|2

(Orientation) within-subjects ANOVA (see Table 1). There was

a significant effect of Task (F (1,59)~164, pv:0001), which

reflected the fact that the space-based cueing effect was greater in

the discrimination task than the detection task. Nevertheless, the

cueing effect was significant in both tasks (detection: t(59)~11:8,

pv:0001; discrimination: t(59)~12:8, pv:0001). The main effect

of Orientation (F (1,59)~0:076, p~0:78) and the Task|Orienta-

Orientation interaction (F (1,59)~0:087, p~0:77) were not

significant, hence space-based cueing effects did not vary with

object orientation in either task.

Object-based cueing effects were analyzed with a 2 (Task)|2

(Orientation) within-subjects ANOVA (see Table 2). The main

effect of Task was not significant (F (1,59)~0:22, p~0:64),

however the main effect of Orientation (F(1,50)~33:4,

pv:0001) and the Task|Orientation interaction (F (1,59)~
20:2, pv:0001) were significant. To decompose the interaction,

object-based cueing effects in the detection and discrimination

tasks were analyzed separately. In the detection task, the overall

cueing effect was significant (F (1,59)~24:8, pv:0001), but the

significant effect of Orientation (F (1,59)~5:35, p~:024) indicat-

ed that the cueing effect was larger for horizontal rectangles.

Separate t tests indicated the object-based cueing effect was

significantly greater than zero at both orientations (horizontal:

t(59)~5:31, pv:0001; vertical: t(59)~2:04, p~0:023). In the

discrimination task, the overall cueing effect was significant

(F (1,59)~4:22, p~0:044), but, as was found in the detection

task, the significant main effect of Orientation (F (1,59)~28:7,

v:0001) indicated that the cueing effect was larger for horizontal

rectangles. t tests indicated that the cueing effects differed

significantly from zero for both horizontal (t(59)~5:14,

pv:0001) and vertical (t(59)~{2:34, p~0:02) rectangles. Unlike

what was found in the detection task, however, the effect obtained

with vertical rectangles was opposite to the effect predicted by

theories of object-based attention (see Table 2).

Figure 3. Mean error rates for the detection (left) and discrimination (right) tasks in Experiment 1. Error bars depict standard errors.
Note that the ordinate differs in the two figures.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g003
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In addition, to test for the robustness of the object-based effects

between object orientations, we computed correlation coefficients

for object-based effects measured with horizontal and vertical

rectangles. The correlation was not significant in the detection task

(r~:07, t(58)~0:53, p~:59) or in the discrimination task

(r~:001, t(58)~0:012, p~:99).

Bootstrapping of individual subjects. Results of the

bootstrap analysis for the space-based effect in the discrimination

task are summarized in Figure 5. Results for individual subjects are

significant when the 95% confidence interval does not cross 0.

Across both orientations, 58 subjects (96.7%) showed significant

space-based attention effects. Results for the object-based effect in

the discrimination task vary much more across subjects, and are

summarized in Figure 6 (results for horizontal rectangles on the

left, and for vertical rectangles on the right). For horizontal

rectangles, only 4 subjects (6.7%) exhibited a significant effect as

predicted by object-based attention. For vertical rectangles, none

of the subjects showed an effect as predicted by object-based

attention, but 5 subjects (8.3%) showed an effect in the opposite

direction (i.e., longer RTs for Invalid-same trials than for Invalid-

different trials).

Commonly used procedures to compute space-based effects

compare valid trials to both Invalid-same and Invalid-different

trials (e.g., [2,7]). This procedure confounds two distinct shifts of

attention: Invalid-same trials contain only an attentional shift in

space, while Invalid-different contain a shift in both space and

object. To increase the compatibility of space- and object-based

effects, we also decided to compute confidence intervals for space-

based attention by comparing Valid trials to Invalid-same trials.

The bootstrap procedure was the same as described above, only

that bootstrapped space-based cueing effects were calculated

comparing the means of Invalid-same and half the amount of

Valid trials. When comparing space-based and object-based effects

of attention independently of object, across both orientations, 56

subjects (93.3%) showed significant space-based attention effects as

summarized in Figure 7.

Results of the bootstrap analysis for the space-based and object-

based effects in the detection task are summarized in Figures 8 and

9, respectively. Forty-nine subjects (81.7%) showed significant

space-based attention effects. In contrast, significant object-based

effects were seen much more rarely at the level of individual

subjects: For horizontal rectangles, only two subjects (3.3%)

showed a significant effect as predicted by object-based attention,

and one subject showed a significant effect in the opposite

direction; for vertical rectangles, three subjects (5%) showed a

significant effect as predicted by object-based attention, and two

subjects (3.3%) showed significant effects in the opposite direction.

When comparing space-based and object-based effects of attention

independently of object, across both orientations, 31 subjects

(52%) showed significant space-based attention effects as summa-

rized in Figure 10.

Figure 4. Mean reaction times (RT) for the detection (left) and discrimination (right) tasks in Experiment 1. Error bars depict standard
errors. Note that the ordinate differs in the two figures.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g004

Table 1. Mean space-based RT cueing effects (msec) in
Experiment 1.

Detection Discrimination Mean

Horizontal 23.5 (2.2) 136.8 (9.4) 80.1 (7.1)

Vertical 23.5 (2.3) 134.9 (9.5) 79.2 (7.0)

Mean 23.5 (1.6) 135.8 (6.7) 79.7 (5.0)

Values in parentheses are standard errors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.t001

Table 2. Mean object-based RT cueing effects (msec) in
Experiment 1.

Detection Discrimination Mean

Horizontal 12.8 (2.4) 42.1 (8.2) 27.5 (4.5)

Vertical 5.1 (2.5) 218.8 (7.9) 26.9 (4.2)

Mean 9.0 (1.8) 11.7 (6.3) 10.3 (3.3)

Values in parentheses are standard errors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.t002
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Random resampling of groups of subjects. The results of

the random resampling are summarized in Table 3. For the

discrimination task, all of the resampled groups (i.e., 999 or 100%)

exhibited significant space-based cueing effects for both horizontal

and vertical rectangles. However, only 80% of the resampled

groups had significant object-based effects with horizontal

rectangles, and only two resampled group had a significant

object-based effect with vertical rectangles. Qualitatively similar

results were obtained for the detection task, although in that task

the probability of obtaining significant object-based cueing effects

was higher than was the case for the discrimination task. These

simulations suggest, therefore, that using the detection task

increases the probability of obtaining significant object-based

cueing effects when the sample size is &16.

Figure 5. Spaced-based cueing effects (i.e., the difference
between Valid and Invalid trials) and 95% confidence intervals
for each subject in Experiment 1 for both vertical and
horizontal objects in the discrimination task. Significant cueing
effects are denoted by filled circles. The circles on the right side of the
zero difference line denote a positive difference, which is in the
direction predicted by theories of space-based attention.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g005

Figure 6. Object-based cueing effects (i.e., the difference between Invalid-same and Invalid-different trials) and 95% confidence
intervals for each subject in Experiment 1 for horizontal (left) and vertical (right) objects in the discrimination task. Significant cueing
effects are denoted by filled circles. The circles on the right side of the zero difference line denote a positive difference, which is in the direction
predicted by theories of object-based attention.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g006

Figure 7. Space-based cueing effects as the difference between
Invalid-same and Valid trials) and 95% confidence intervals for
each subject in Experiment 1 for both vertical and horizontal
objects in the discrimination task. The labeling conventions are the
same as in Figure 5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g007
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Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed that subjects performed generally better

and faster at the detection task than the discrimination task.

Although the space-based attention effect was large and reliable in

both tasks, object-based attention effects were much smaller and

more variable than those for space-based attention. When taking

object orientation into account, small object-based effects were

obtained for both rectangle orientations in the detection task, but

the object-based attention effect in the discrimination task was

significant in the predicted direction only for horizontal rectangles.

The bootstrap analysis confirmed these results and showed that for

both tasks and orientations the space-based effect was large and

reliable, whereas the object-based effect was less reliable on the

level of individual subjects and more pronounced for horizontal

rectangles. The following experiment investigated the effect of

object orientation in the discrimination task in further detail. We

increased the number of subjects and the number of trials per

Figure 8. Spaced-based cueing effects (i.e., the difference
between Valid and Invalid trials) and 95% confidence intervals
for each subject in Experiment 1 for horizontal and vertical
objects in the detection task. The labeling conventions are the
same as in Figure 5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g008

Figure 9. Object-based cueing effects (i.e., the difference between Invalid-same and Invalid-different trials) and 95% confidence
intervals for each subject in Experiment 1 for horizontal (left) and vertical (right) objects in the detection task. The labeling
conventions are the same as those in Figure 6.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g009

Figure 10. Space-based cueing effects as the difference
between Invalid-same and Valid trials) and 95% confidence
intervals for each subject in Experiment 1 for both vertical and
horizontal objects in the detection task. The labeling conventions
are the same as in Figure 5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g010
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subjects in each condition to get a larger number of trials to sample

from and decrease the amount of inherent noise per subject. To

achieve this, we tested orientation effects between subjects and also

increased the number of subjects from 60 in Experiment 1 to 120

(60 per orientation condition).
Accuracy. Figure 11 (top) shows the error rates measured in

each cueing condition. A 2 (Orientation)|3 (Cue) mixed-design

ANOVA on the arcsine-transformed error rates revealed

significant main effects of Orientation (F (1,118)~3:93, p~
0:049) and Cue (F (2,236)~62:9, pv:0001), as well as a

significant Orientation|Cue interaction (F (2,236)~12:95,

pv0:0001). Inspection of Figure 11 suggests that the interaction

reflects the fact that the error rate on Invalid-Different trials was

higher with horizontal rectangles than with vertical rectangles.

Space-based cueing effects measured at different orientations

were analyzed with a one-way, between-subjects ANOVA. The

overall space-based cueing effect (M~0:058, SEM~0:005)

differed significantly from zero (F (1,118)~105:4, pv:0001) and

the main effect of Orientation was not significant (F (1,118)~0:45,

p~0:5). Hence, there was a significant space-based cueing effect

that did not vary between object orientations.

Object-based cueing effects measured at each orientation were

submitted to a one-way, between-subjects ANOVA. The overall

object-based cueing effect (M~0:004, SEM~0:005) did not

differ from zero (F (1,118)~0:86, p~0:36). However, there was a

significant main effect of orientation (F (1,118)~28:1, pv:0001),

which indicated that the cueing effect depended on object

orientation. The object-based cueing effects differed significantly

from zero in both conditions (horizontal: M~0:029,

SEM~0:007, t(59)~4:08, p~0:00013; vertical: M~{0:021,

SEM~0:006, t(59)~{3:37, p~0:0013), but the cueing effect

obtained with vertical rectangles was in the direction opposite to

that predicted by theories of object-based attention. In the vertical

condition, in other words, subjects made fewer errors on Invalid-

Different trials than on Invalid-Same trials (see Figure 11).
Reaction Times. As was done in Experiment 1, only RTs

from correct trials that were longer than 150 ms were analyzed. In

the current study, 24 trials for one subject and 73 trials for another

subject had to be excluded for further analysis due to RTs of less

than 150 ms. Figure 11 (bottom) shows mean RTs for the three

cue conditions at each object orientation. Space-based cueing

effects were analyzed with a one-way between-subjects

(Orientation) ANOVA (see Table 4). The average space-based

cueing effect differed significantly from zero (F (1,118)~309,

pv:0001) and the effect of orientation was not significant

(F (1,118)~0:006, p~0:94), which indicated that the magnitude

of space-based cueing effects did not vary with object orientation.

Object-based cueing effects were analyzed with a one-way,

between-subjects (Orientation) ANOVA (see Table 4). The

average object-based cueing effect did not differ significantly from

zero (F(1,118)~3:43, p~0:066). There was a significant main

effect of orientation (F (1,118)~42:6, pv:0001), indicating that

object-based cueing was larger for horizontal rectangles. Subse-

quent tests showed that that the object-based cueing effect differed

significantly from zero at both object orientations (horizontal:

M~29:2, CI95%~½18:2,40:2� t(59)~5:32, pv:0001; vertical:

M~{16:3, CI95%~½{24:9,{7:7�, t(59)~{3:79, p~0:00035).

However, as was found in Experiment 1, the cueing effect

obtained with vertical rectangles was in a direction opposite to the

effect predicted by theories of object-based attention: with vertical

rectangles, RTs were faster on Invalid-Different trials than on

Invalid-Same trials (see Table 4). Note that this effect of

orientation does not reflect a speed-accuracy trade-off because

fewer errors were made on Invalid-Different trials with vertical

rectangles (see Figure 11).

Bootstrap results. Results of the bootstrap analysis for the

space-based effect are summarized in Figure 12. One hundred six

(89%) of the 120 subjects showed significantly faster responses for

Valid trials, as predicted by theories of space-based attention. Only

one (0.8%) subject showed a difference in the opposite direction –

i.e., faster responses for Invalid trials – and 13 (11%) subjects

showed no difference between Valid and Invalid trials. Results for

the bootstrap analysis for the object-based effect for both

horizontal and vertical rectangles are summarized in Figure 13.

The bootstrap analysis for horizontal rectangles (Figure 13, left

panel) revealed that only eight (13%) of the 60 subjects showed a

Table 3. Results of resampling of groups of subjects (n~16).

Task
Cueing
effect Orientation Groups Percent Effect (SD)

discrimination space both orientations 999 100% 136 ms (18)

space horizontal 999 100% 140 ms (18)

space vertical 999 100% 133 ms (20)

object both orientations 270 27% 23 ms (5)

object horizontal 803 80% 48 ms (13)

object vertical 2 0.2% 36 ms (5)

detection space both orientations 999 100% 24 ms (4)

space horizontal 999 100% 25 ms (4.5)

space vertical 999 100% 23 ms (4)

object both orientations 924 92% 10 ms (3)

object horizontal 916 92% 14 ms (4)

object vertical 297 30% 11 ms (3)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.t003

Figure 11. Mean error rate (top) and RTs (bottom) measured in
Experiment 2 with horizontal and vertical rectangles. Error bars
depict +1 standard error.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g011
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significant cueing effect in the direction predicted by theories of

object-based attention (i.e., faster responses for Invalid-same trials).

The bootstrap analysis for vertical rectangles (Figure 13, right

panel) revealed that only 11 (18%) of the 60 subjects showed a

significant cueing effect, all in the direction that is opposite to the

one predicted by object-based attention.

Random resampling. For horizontal rectangles, 768 of the

999 resampled groups (i.e., 76.9%) emerged with a significant

difference in the predicted direction between the cue conditions

(Mean difference = 29.5 ms, STD = 43.5 ms). For vertical rectangles,

none of the groups showed an effect in the direction predicted by

theories of object based attention (Mean difference = 216.3 ms,

STD = 8.5 ms), but 985 (98.6%) groups showed significant space-

based effects for horizontal rectangles (Mean difference = 137.5 ms,

STD = 83.5 ms). For vertical rectangles all groups showed significant

space-based effects (Mean difference = 140 ms, STD = 18.7 ms).

Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 investigated the size and prevalence of

space- and object based cueing effects using common detection

and discrimination paradigms introduced by Egly et al. [2] and

Moore et al. [3]. In both experiments, the size of the space-based

cueing effect obtained in both the discrimination and the detection

tasks was consistent with effects obtained in previous studies, and

our bootstrap analyses indicated the effect was significant in nearly

every subject. Significantly different results were obtained with

object-based cueing effects, which, compared to space-based

effects, were small and found only in a minority of subjects.

Interestingly, object-based cueing effects were found more

consistently with horizontal than vertical rectangles and, in the

discrimination task used in both Experiments 1 and 2, subjects

even showed an effect opposite to the one predicted by theories of

object-based attention for vertically oriented stimuli.

A potential criticism of the discrimination and detection tasks

used in the first two experiments is that object-based cueing effects

might be smaller when the target is presented on an object rather

than as part of an object. To evaluate this hypothesis, Experiment 3

used a different paradigm that was introduced by [4]. Most studies

that have used this paradigm, though not all, have reported object-

based attention effects that are larger than those typically reported

in studies using Egly et al.’s (1994) paradigm, so we wondered

whether the effects would be more robust in this paradigm at the

individual subject basis as well.

Accuracy. The proportion of errors in each condition is

shown in Figure 14. A 2 (Orientation) by 2 (Object) within-subjects

ANOVA on arcsin-transformed error rates revealed a significant

effect of stimulus orientation (F (1,59)~35:5, pv:0001): Subjects

made significantly more errors with horizontal wrenches

(M~0:089, SEM~0:008) than with vertical wrenches

(M~0:063, SEM~0:006). There also was a significant effect of

Object (F (1,59)~8:52, p~0:005): Significantly more errors were

made on different-object (M~0:084, SEM~0:008) than same-

object (M~0:069, SEM~0:007) trials. The Orientation|Object

interaction approached, but did not reach, conventional levels of

statistical significance (F(1,59)~3:33, p~0:073).

Although the Orientation|Object interaction was not signif-

icant, a subsequent ANOVA on the raw error rates (i.e., without

using the arcsine transform) did find a significant interaction. In

light of this result, and the results of the first two experiments, we

thought it was reasonable to analyze the two orientations

separately. Analyses of arcsine-transformed error rates indicated

that the effect of Object was significant for trials using horizontal

stimuli (F (1,59)~9:41, p~:003) but not for trials using vertical

stimuli (F (1,59)~1:33, p~0:25).

Reaction times. Mean RTs are shown in Figure 14. There

was a significant main effect of Orientation (F(1,59) = 62.73,

pv0:001): RTs for horizontal stimuli (M~769, SEM~10:9)

were slower than for vertical stimuli (M~732, SEM~9:4). The

main effect of Object (F (1,59)~0:0003, p~0:98) and the

Object|Orientation interaction (F (1,59)~0:38, p~0:54) were

not significant.

Bootstrapping. Because the Object|Orientation interaction

in reaction times was not significant, we combined the data for both

orientations to perform a bootstrap comparison of reaction time to

targets presented on same- and different-object trials. The bootstrap

comparison found a significant object-based attention effect (i.e.,

faster RTs on same-object trials) in only 10 subjects (7%; see

Figure 15). Nine subjects (15%) showed significant differences in the

direction opposite from that predicted by object-based attention

theories, and the remaining 41 subjects (68%) did not show a

significant difference between same- and different-object trials.

Random resampling. We found that only 15 (1.5%) of 999

bootstrapped subject groups showed a significant difference

between RTs in the same- vs. different-object conditions. Across

all 999 samples, the difference between same-object vs. different-

Table 4. Mean RT cueing effects (msec) measured in
Experiment 2.

Space-based Object-based

Horizontal 138.8 (12.2) 29.2 (5.5)

Vertical 140.1 (10.2) 216.3 (4.3)

Mean 139.4 (7.9) 6.5 (4.1)

Values in parentheses are standard errors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.t004

Figure 12. Distribution of mean differences between Validly-
cued and Invalidly-cued trials and 95% confidence intervals for
each subject in Experiment 2. Positive values are consistent with
effects predicted by theories of space-based attention. Significant
differences are denoted by filled circles; non-significant differences are
shown with white circles.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g012
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object trials ranged from 226 ms to 24.6 ms, with a mean and

standard deviation of 21.75 and 8.5 ms, respectively.

Discussion

In three experiments we evaluated the prevalence of space- and

object-based attention at the level of individual subjects.

Experiments 1 and 2 used slight variations of the target detection

and target discrimination paradigms described by Egly et al. [2]

and Moore et al. [3]. Experiment 3 employed a paradigm similar

to the one used by [4]. Using common statistical analyses such as

ANOVAs and t-tests, we found large and robust space-based

attention effects, whereas object-based effects were small (Exper-

iments 1 and 2, detection and discrimination task, horizontal

rectangles), absent (Experiment 1, vertical rectangles, detection

task; Experiment 3), or even inverted (Experiments 1 and 2,

discrimination task, vertical rectangles). Bootstrapping showed that

object-based attention appeared only in a small minority of

subjects. In addition, we randomly resampled groups of subjects in

each experiment and only a minority of groups showed significant

object-based attention effects in all three experiments.

It has already been shown before that space-based attention

effects are much larger and more robust to stimulus manipulations

than object-based attention effects (e.g., [2,3,7,10,12,16,22]).

Whereas space-based attention survives a variety of changes in

the timing of cue and target, the object chosen, or the

experimental task, object-based attention is much more vulnera-

ble. But what is the reason for the qualitative differences between

space- and object based attention and the low prevalence of

object-based attention effects in single subjects as shown in the

current study?

Some previous studies suggested that object-based attention

effects are primarily based on bottom-up or image-based

mechanisms [4], whereas other studies supported the hypothesis

that top-down strategies are more important for object-based

attention effects [6,32]. The results from the current study suggest

that processes that give rise to object-based cueing effects may

occur only in a minority of subjects. Although it is possible that a

bottom-up, image-based mechanism might operate only in a

minority of subjects, we feel that our findings are more compatible

with the idea that object-based effects reflect the influence of

strategies that are adopted by a subset of subjects to perform the

experimental task. Why would so few subjects adopt a strategy that

produces object-based cueing effects? Although it might be

Figure 13. Distribution of mean differences between Invalid-different and Invalid-same trials and 95% confidence intervals for
each subject in Experiment 2 for horizontal rectangles (left) and vertical rectangles (right). Positive values are consistent with effects
predicted by theories of object-based attention. Significant differences are denoted by filled circles; non-significant differences are shown with white
circles.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g013

Figure 14. Mean error rate (top) and RTs (bottom) measured in
Experiment 3 with horizontal and vertical rectangles. Error bars
depict standard error.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g014
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advantageous in some situations to allocate attention to objects

rather than locations, it is important to note that in the three

paradigms used in our experiments there is no strategic advantage

for the subject to choose to attend to an object as a whole. Just as

the space-based attention effect can be manipulated by the

predictability of the cue (e.g., [33]), it stands to reason that the

probability that a subject uses the spatial arrangement of objects to

guide the allocation of attention would be influenced by

expectation or strategy. In other words, object-based effects may

be found in more subjects if the tasks were changed to provide

more incentive for subjects to attend to entire objects.

Indeed, the current study provides evidence that task require-

ments heavily influence the size and prevalence of object-based

effects. In Experiment 1 we investigated differences between two

commonly used paradigms to investigate object-based attention: A

detection task as introduced by Egly et al. [2] and a discrimination

task as introduced by Moore et al. [3]. For both tasks, space-based

effects were large and prevalent in the majority of subjects, whereas

object-based effects were small. However, when simulating sample

sizes typically collected in experiments like that and randomly

resampling groups of 16 subjects out of the group of 60 we found

that object-based effects were more prevalent in the detection than

the discrimination task, which indicates that experimenters should

use a detection task if they want to maximize the probability of

getting significant object-based effects. Of course it needs to be

pointed out that the object-based effects are small and hence, close

to the noise in RT data. This is especially true for the detection task

in Experiment. Therefore, RTs for object-based effects might create

a normal distribution of effect sizes across subjects with some

significantly above zero and others not, or, as in the case of the

discrimination task, even below zero. However, this does not

account for any differences between rectangle orientations as found

in Experiments 1 and 2. Specifically, analyses of RTs revealed

object-based attention effects only for horizontal rectangles for the

detection task in Experiment 1 and the discrimination tasks in

Experiments 1 and 2. In fact, we failed to find evidence of object-

based attention with vertical rectangles in all three experiments.

The effect of orientation is especially surprising as studies on the

effects of exogenous (central) cueing on attentional shifting found

rather the opposite: Inhibitory effects for invalidly cued targets

appearing at locations across the horizontal meridian (e.g., [34]),

which would lead to the assumption that object-based effects for

horizontal rectangles should be smaller than for vertical rectangles.

However, in a more recent study, Botta et al., [35] showed that

exogenous (peripheral) and endogenous cueing differentially affect

the attentional crossing of the meridian and that meridian crossing

only had an effect when endogenous cues were used. This leads to

the assumption that exogenous and endogenous cueing are

mediated by two separate attentional sub-systems.

The effect of orientation on object-based attention has not (to

our knowledge) been described before. Our findings differ from

previous studies [2,4] that found no difference in object-based

attention effects between vertical and horizontal rectangles. Many

other studies used horizontal and vertical stimuli but did not

explicitly test for differences between orientations (e.g., [3,7,8,15–

17,21,36–38]). Interestingly, if we had not taken into account

differences in orientation in the ANOVAs, and instead pooled the

data across orientations, we also would have found small, but

significant, object-based attention effects. When resampling

random groups of 16 out of the 60 subjects and pooling across

orientation, only &30% of all groups show object-based attention

effects in the discrimination task, whereas almost all (92%) groups

exhibit object-based attention effects in the detection task.

However, in both tasks, the prevalence of object-based effects is

larger for horizontal than vertical rectangles when taking into

account differences in orientation.

Why does object-based attention primarily occur for horizontal

rectangles? One possibility is that attention may be allocated more

easily along the horizontal meridian. For horizontal rectangles,

attention on the Invalid-same trials was allocated along the

horizontal meridian of the visual field, whereas on Invalid-different

trials attention was allocated along the vertical meridian.

Therefore, if attention was allocated more easily along the

horizontal meridian, then RTs measured with horizontal rectan-

gles would be faster on Invalid-same trials than on Invalid-

different trials. The layout of the vertical rectangles predicts the

opposite pattern of results: RTs would be faster on Invalid-

different trials than Invalid-same trials. The hypothesis that

information processing is facilitated along the horizontal meridian

is consistent with the results of studies of visual search [39–44] and

change blindness [45]. One recent study [40], for example,

investigated the effects of transient covert attention in orientation

discrimination, detection and localization tasks, and found that

performance in a visual search task along the horizontal meridian

was less affected by spatial frequency, set size, or eccentricity than

performance along the vertical meridian. Another experiment [41]

studied the characteristics of sustained focal attention using a

peripheral letter recognition task and found better performance

along the horizontal than the vertical meridian.

In the current study, advantages in directing attention along the

horizontal meridian might be able to explain general performance

benefits for Invalid-same trials on horizontal rectangles and for

Invalid-different trials on vertical rectangles. However, they do not

explain why the object-based effect for vertical rectangles arises in

the detection task but is actually reversed in the discrimination task.

This performance difference might be based on the differences

between the tasks per se: It has been suggested that discrimination

Figure 15. Distribution of mean differences between same-
object and different-object trials, and 95% confidence inter-
vals for each subject in Experiment 3. The difference between the
two object conditions is significant if the 95% confidence interval does
not include the value of 0. Significant differences are denoted by filled
circles; non-significant differences are shown with white circles. The
circles on the right side of the figure denote a positive difference, which
is the opposite direction predicted by theories of object-based
attention.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0030693.g015
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tasks compared to detection tasks are more difficult and demand a

more effortful processing of the target [46]. In the present study,

such increased difficulty and more effortful processing is revealed by

longer RTs and larger error rate for the discrimination task. In

detection tasks, the most important process might be to dissociate

the target from the cue, whereas in discrimination tasks the cue

might simply facilitate target discrimination by helping to select the

spatial position where the analysis of the features is going to occur

[47]. Therefore, in the current study attention might be kept longer

at the cued location in the discrimination task than the detection

task so that the features of the symbol that appears after the cue can

be properly analysed and accepted or rejected as a potential target.

The additional allocation of attention at the cued location in the

discrimination task might be longer than the critical temporal

window that allows object-based attention to occur and other

attentional processes might come into effect, such as an attentional

advantage along the horizontal meridian as described above [39–

43].

In conclusion, the current study shows that object-based

attention is not as robust as previously assumed. The occurrence

of object-based attention seems to rely not only on the time-course

of the cue-target relationship or the predictability of the cue, but

also on the nature of the task and other attentional processes. In

addition, using bootstrapping, the current study shows the low

prevalence of object-based attention effects on the level of single

subjects. This illustrates the utility of augmenting statistics on

group means with analyses applied to individual subjects. While

there is value in averaging results together to understand a

population as a whole, that average may not accurately represent

the behavior of that group of subjects, let alone the population. For

us to create theories of cognition and perception that truly predict

behavior, we also need to consider variation on the level of the

individual subject.
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